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Solera-Autodata
acquires AutoMate
Training

Autodata Publishing, part of the Solera

Group, has confirmed the acquisition

of AutoMate Training, a key

automotive industry online technical

training and professional development

provider.

Founded and based in Sydney,

Australia, AutoMate has rapidly

expanded from a fledgling start-up to

become a globally competitive player,

offering automotive eLearning to

thousands of automotive professionals

and workshops in more than 60

countries. AutoMate’s unique, online

training programmes combine cutting-

edge 3D visualisation with

comprehensive real-vehicle analysis.

Jonathan Sampson, Managing Director

and founder of AutoMate said,

“Joining the Solera family is a logical

and exciting next step on our strategic

journey as a company. This union will

see AutoMate’s renowned training

programmes made available in new

global markets and will ensure

increased business growth through

further product development.

AutoMate’s eLearning expertise,

combined with Autodata’s highly

advanced diagnostic and repair data,

promises to deliver new and existing

customers a compelling suite of

products for the automotive

mechanic.”

Sealey launches Summer Promotion
Tool specialist Sealey has launched its new 56 page

Summer Promotion. It is packed with around 600

deals on tools and equipment and also contains

discounts of up to 55% off list price. 

The promotion includes many new lines across 25

product sections. These include Hand, Power and Air

Tools, Toolchest Combos, Lifting and Towing,

Machine Shop, Motorcycle Tools, Flooring, Vacs and

Valeting and Pressure Washing.  There are also

sections on Compressors and Vehicle Service Tools,

Welding, Lubrication, Shot Blasting, Fans and lots

more.

Throughout the catalogue special logos indicate

products that come with a free bonus of Detergents,

Oils and Grits.

The promotion is valid until the end of September

2019 and is available from Sealey stockists. It can also

be viewed online.

Does the immediate future of electric vehicles

lie more with 2 wheels rather than four

wheeled power? New research from Cenex

suggest the environmental benefits of a

switch to 2 wheel electric power, are far

greater than applying it to 4 wheel vehicles.

The pioneering study shows that electric

scooters use 72–91% less energy and reduce

greenhouse gas emissions by 70–90%

compared to a 250cc scooter of similar size,

while electric cars use 50–70% less energy

than petrol or diesel models. Add in the

congestion reduction factor of scooters and

they could just be the clean green future for

personal urban transport.

Electric scooters could be key to
future urban mobility

Question:We have a 2011

Citroen DS4 2.0 HDi in the

workshop that has a non start

issue. The vehicle was running

when it arrived to us, but was

cutting out, and now it cranks but

will not start. There are several

trouble codes in the engine

control module fault memory that

relate to the fuel system. Have you

any ideas where to start to fix this

car?

Answer : The symptoms you describe are

known to affect the DS4 with RHE

(DW10CTED4) engine code and it is due to the

fuel rail pressure (FRP) sensor being faulty. Carry

out electrical, mechanical and component tests

(as applicable) to eliminate any other possible

cause(s). If no fault(s) are found, renew fuel rail

pressure (FRP) sensor Fig.1.1. This should rectify

the fault.

Citroen DS4 -  Engine cranks but won’t start
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